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Abstract

Starting fror V two-particle Bethe-Salpeter equation in the ladder approximation

and integratirt > ti the time component of momentum, we rederive three dimensional

scattering int •[ »' aquations satisfying constraints of relativistic unitarity and covari-

ancer first dH'-ei by Weinberg and by Blankenbecler and Sugar. These two-particle

equations are : r wn to be related by a transformation of variables. Hence we show how

to perform n». . relate identical dynamical calculation using these two equations. Simi-

larly, starti t from the Bethe-Salpeter-Faddeev equation for the three-particle system

and integral -.gover the time component of momentum, we derive several three dimen-

sional three-; article scattering equations satisfying constraints of relativistic unitarity

ani covarian >?. We relate two of these three-particle equations by a transformation of

variables as i\ the two-particle case. The three-particle equations we derive are very

practical and suitable for performing relativistic scattering calculations.

(To appear in Annals of Physics)



1 INTRODUCTION
f

The physical basis for going beyond non-relativistic potential scattering is secure for atomic

processes where mc-v phenomena are accurately described within quantum electrodynamics
(QED).[1] In contrast to quantum chromodynamics (QCD) in the hadronic and nuclear cases,

QED is a wrakly roupled, non-confining field theory. It is relatively well understood how to

calculate physir.nl quantities using the QED. For example, two-charged particle scattering

can be described by the covariant relativistic Bethe-Saipeter (BS) equation,[2] which has the

following generic structure

T=V + VG0T, (1)

where the meaning and structure of the potential, V, and the Green ^unction, Go, are

quite different than for simple potential scattering except the fact that V has only potential

cuts, and Co contributes to the unitarity cuts of the t matrix, T. The initial, final, and

intermediate states of Eq. (1) are defined in terms of four-momenta, and virtual processes

are now depicted as occurring off the mass-shell rather than off the energy-shell.

It is still unclear on how to progress from QCD to practical collision integral equations for

hadronic and nuclear processes. Therefore, most efforts to this end have employed a mixture

of some type of meson-baryon field theory with phenomeaology in order to obtain equations

of the form (1), that presumably have a wider range of validity than the non-relativistic

equations of the Lippmann-Schwinger (LS) type.[3) In this picture, if Eq. (1) suffices to define

T uniquely, then V is necessarily an approximation. There has been a number of detailed

calculations for hadron-hadron collisions in the so-called ladder approximation of Eq. (1),

where V is approximated by the lowest order Feynman graphs. Also, many approximation

schemes have originated from the BS equation (1).[4| The full BS equation for tbe few-

hadron system correctly incorporates the fundamental constraints on the t matrix, such as

unitarity, particle creation etc. The BS equation, however, does not treat crossing symmetry

exactly. Moreover, in the ladder approximation the BS equation does not satisfy unitarity

at all energies, as they always contain some multi-particle contributions but not all. In our

treatment, however, we shall be limited to a consideration of a truncated Fock space with

two or three particles and the ladder approximation to the BS equation satisfies nnitarity

below three- and four-particle thresholds.



The tw»> particle BS equation is a formal relation between vacuum expectation values of

time ordered products of covariant fields. None of the covariant amplitudes in this equation

is known, so one needs models for tbem. One can make various truncations that reduce the

i BS equation to a three-dimensional form. This reduction could be done in any choice of

variables.

The most practical set of equations derived from the BS equation for the two- and the

three-hadron systems are the instant-form (constant-time) dynamical equations. [5, 6, 7]

The use of instant-form variables leads to dynamical equations quite similar to the usual

non-relativistic equations generated by Schròdinger dynamics both for the two- and the

three-particle systems and has been used virtually in all numerical calculations of few-hadron

scattering at medium energies. [1, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] The essence of the approaches leading to

such equations is the replacement of the full four-dimensional Green function Go in the BS

equation by an approximate three-dimensional one, consistent with conditions of two- and

three-particle unitarity. This procedure reduces the full four-dimensional BS equations to

three-dimensional LS-like equations[3] while preserving essential features like relativistic co-

variance, few-particle unitarity, and correct non-relativistic limit. Such dynamical equations

were first suggested by Blankenbecler and Sugar [5] for the two- particle system and later

studied and extended to the three-particle system by Aaron et al. [6] However, these ap-

proximate equations develop certain defects, not possessed by the original BS equation, such

as, incorrect treatment of left-hand cuts. The potential in the resulting three-dimensional

equation is provided phenomenologically in order to fit experimental results. Practically

all recent relativistic few-hadron scattering calculations have employed these approximate

three-dimensional dynamical scattering equations in the instant-form.[9, 11, 12]

The above three-dimensional reduction of the full four-ditnensional BS equation could be

implemented in other variables also, apart from the normal Schrõdinger variables. Another

set of variables is the light-front variables, which we define in Sec. 11. Weinberg[13] was the

first to write relativistically covariant dynamical integral equations for the two-particle sys-

tem using light-front variables. The few-particle light-front dynamical equations are usually

j not derived from the BS equation as an approximation but obtained in an ad hoc fashion

: [14, 15] The resulting equations, like the instant-form equations, are three-dimensional with

a phennmenological potential.



1 he. angular momentum decomposition in light-front variables, even for potential scat-

tering with spherically symmetric potential, is non-trivial and this fact has severely limited

the applications <>f the light-front dynamics in actual physical problems of scattering.

In this paper we provide a general procedure for reducing four-dimensional relativistjc

scattering integral equations, satisfying unitarity, to three-dimensional forms. The present

procedure consists of integrating over the time component of the momentum variable in the

intermediate state. In the case of the instant-form momentum variables this implies an inte-

gration iiver the variable. p0, whereas in the case of the light-front variables the integration

is to be performed over the equivalent variable, p_. While performing this integration one

assumes that the integram! - essentially, the potential and the t matrix - is independent of the

time component of momentum. There are no other approximations involved. Consequently,

as the original four-dimensional equations satisfy unitarity and relativity, so do the reduced

ones.

Our main objective in this paper is to derive practical three-dimensional three-particle

scattering equations. However, using the present procedure, as an excercise, first we derive

dynamical equations for the two-particle system starting from the BS equation. For the two-

particle system we recover the equations first derived by Weinberg[13] and by Blankenbecier

and Sugar[5j. We show that these two types of equations are related by a transformation of

variables and hence are equivalent to each other. This also guarantees that the two-particle

Wemberg equation yield unitary and rotationally invariant result. This provides us with

a reripe of performing dynamical two-hadron scattering calculations using the Weinberg

equation for a specific angular momentum via the equivalent Blankenbecler-Sugar equation

where the angular momentum decomposition is under control. In the instant-form one has

the usual one-dimensional partial-wave scattering equation to solve, while in the light-front-

form one has the three-dimensional equation to solve. We show that both approaches lead

to the same result. Our finding holds good for any partial-wave potential, local or non-local.

We have worked out the algebra for an S-wave separable potential. We emphasize that we

have not resolved the fundamental difficulties with the angular momentum decomposition in

light front variables, hut have found a way to bypass them in solving the Weinberg equation.

With the present recipe the solution of the Weinberg and BIS equations are identical to eacli

other.
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Next we employ the present procedure to the study of the three-particle system employ-

ing two particle &t-j;.->rable potentials with an objective to derive new three-particle scattering

equations satisfying constraints of relativistic unitarity and covarianr.e. The separable form

of two-particle interaction simulates a two-particle bound state or an isobar. In the presence

of two-particle separable potentials the three-particle equations are very similar to the usual

two-particle equations with non-local potentials. Hence the present derivation of the dynam-

ical equations for the two-particle system from the RS equation is readily applicable to the

three-particle system. We derive several instant-form and one light-front scattering equations

for the three-particle system. Three-dimensional three-particle scattering equations have also

been proposed in Refs. [5, 6, 9, 14, 15, 16] One of the present three-particle instant-form

equations we derive is a consequence of using a three-particle relativistic propagator derived

by Ahniadzadeh and Tjon[9] and is shown to be related to the present light-front equation

by a transformation of variables. The present instant-form equations arr distinct from the

dynamical equations derived by Aaron, Amado, and Young[6j.

The iFistant-forrn equations we derive are very suitable for performing numerical calcu-

lation as we demonstrate for the three-nucleon system in the following paper.[17]

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we present the essential kinematics for the

two-particle system, derive the instant-form and light-front equations for the two-particle

system starting from the BS equation, and show how and under what conditions one can

pass from one form to the other. This allows us to perform a numerical calculation using the

light-front equation via the equivalent equation in the instant form. We illustrate these ideas

using a separable two-particle potential. In Sec. Ill we generalize the treatment of Sec. II

to the case of three-particles with separable two-particle potentials. In particular we derive

new instant-forrr and light front equations for the three-particle system, each satisfying two-

arid thr'-r-particle unitarity. Finally, in Sec. IV we present some concluding remarks.

2 THE TWO-PARTICLE PROBLEM

Our principal interest in the present study is to develop practical three-dimensional scatter-

ing integral equations for the three-particle system, which can be used easily in numerical

calculations. We present a numerical application .ísíng these equations in the following



paper ilTj However, in this section we find it convenient to illustrate our approach for the

two-particle system, which is well-understood, before taking up the challanging task of de-

riving three dimensional three-particle equations in the following section.

2.1 Kin*1 mat, ics

The instant-form dynamics is treated in terms of the usual four vectors (x0, £) and (po>p) in

the configuration and momentum spaces, respectively. Here x = (xi,X2,x.-»)r p = (pi>P2,P3)»

where x and p denote position and momentum components; x0 is time and jio represents

energy. The invariant length square of the four vector x is given by I 2 = (x2 - i 2 ) . We

adopt units h — c — 1. The light-front dynamics is treated in terms of equivalent momentum

variables (p+,p_,pl), with fi = (pi.pz), P+ = Po + P3, and p_ ~ Po - p3 The on the mass

shell condition for a particle of mass in in the two systems are given by

Pi = f » rn\ (2)

and

T,p^fLAm\ (3)

in the instant-form and light-front formalisms, respectively. One also has the following usefnl

identity

p2 - m2 - p f (p . ^ ). (4)
Pf

For a system of two p?.rtic!es the invariant energy square, s, is given by

s = P.P.-P\ (5)

l£±^p+_/Ç (6)
P

where x, - pt¥lP± is the momentum fraction of particle i, pi and m, denote Üie moiiientum

and mass of individual particles, the index t labels the particles, x = 1,2. The variable

P refers to the total four momentum of the system of two particles, P - p\ I p2 and its



components are defined in close analogy to those of the individual particle. It is convenient

to define the relative momentum variable

where x7 = (1 - Xi). In terms of this variable the invariant energy square is given by

ml ml k\ ...
X2 Xl X\X2

This equation has the same form in all frames and this is one of the advantages of working

with the light-front variables.

In the case of the instant-form variables it is convenient to work in the cm. system, so

that P - 0 and Po = y/j, and define the relative four momentum p by 2p = p, - p2 in close

analogy with non-relativistic kinematics. The individual particle momenta are hence given

by p, = PI2 4 p and p2 = P/2 — p. We shall always be working in the cm. system in both

instant form and light-front formalisms.

For instant-form and light-front variables the invariant energy square in the cm. frame

is given by

- = \i? + ™?)1/2 + (P8 + mlY/2]\ (10)

and

Ij X2

With tliis discussion of kinematics for two noninteracting particles we shall now present

a discussion of the dynamics of two interacting particles in the next subsection.

2.2 Instant-form equations

As we base the unified derivation on the BS equation it is convenient to write the approximate

form of the BS equation for the two-hadron system in the form

The usual derivation of the instant-form equations approximates the two-particle Green

function

G0{p,s) = (p? - m\ + l0)"1(p2 - m\ \ Í0) '1 (13)



by a three-dimensional one satisfying unitanty, sets all the particles (even in the interme-

diate state) on the mass shell, and assumes further that the potential and the i matrix are

independent of the time component of momentum variables involved.

If we assume in Eq. (12) that the potential and the Í matrix are independent of the

time component of momenta variables, the dpo integration can be readily performed and one

arrives at an instant-form equation which is identical to the three dimensional equation of

Blankenbecler and Sugar and of Aaron, Amado, and Young.[5, 6] No further approximations

on the (Ireen function is needed for the purpose. As the original equation (12) satisfy

unitarity and relativity, so do the reduced ones.

The same procedure could be carried through in the light-front variables, too. This

procedure allows us to establish an equivalence between the light front and instant-form

dynamical equations not oidy for the two-particle system but also for the three-particle

system.

For the two particles in the intermediate state in Eq. (12) we have

and
2 2 / V ^ \ 2 2 (,-\

where u\ - p2 + m^,i =1,2, are the squares of energy of the two particles. Hence the last

term in the BS equation (12) is written as

^ ( ? » M P , * . J )

(Po + v/5/2 + ̂ i " tO)(p0 + V^/2 - w, f ill)

/2 u/ + lO)'w2 - iO)(p0 - v^/2 - u/j + lO)'

where we have assumed that the potential, V, and the t matrix are independent of the

time component of the four momentum. The evaluation of the dpn integral in Eq. (lti) is

a straightforward exercise in the analysis of complex variables using the Cauchy theorem.

If the contour of p() integration is taken along the real axis from -oo to oo and dosed in

the counterclockwise sense along a semicircle in the upper half of the complex pn plane at



infinity th is i n t e g r a ! is read i ly e v a l u a t e d t o y ie ld

*" ( 2 T ) 3 J P l ( - 2 u / , ) ( - v / 5 - u/j + w 2 ) ( - v s - a/, - u.'2 - i l l)
1

T h i s hist r esu l t r a n easi ly be simplif ied a n d c o n s e q u e n t l y t h e BS e q u a t i o n (I?) r e d u c e s '•>

This equation was first derived explicitly by Aaron, Amado, and Young[6] for different mass

particles using the procedure of Blankenbecler and Sugar. [5] Equation (18) is three dimen-

sional, mvariant and satisfies constraints of unitarity. After a partial-wave projection the

solution of this equation is easily related to scattering phase shifts.

The energy denominator of Eq. (18) has two poles. One of them corresponds t:> the

condition v-.* — (u»j 4 ^2), and represents the propagation of two particles in the interme-

diate state. The other corresponds to the condition x/s = — (u>i 4 u)7), and represents the

propagation of two antiparticles. The first pole is responsible for maintaining unitarity in the

two particle sector. Usually, all three dimensional reductions of relativistic scattering equa-

tions involve propagation of antiparticle(s) in the intermediate state. However, the residue

of the quantity in the square bracket in Eq. (18) at the pole corresponding to the particle

propagation has to be the same in all formulations, which is the condition for maintaining

unitarity in the two-particle sector. Bakker et al.[15| have suggested to eliminate the prop-

agation of antiparticles by evaluating the quantity in the square bracket of Eq. (18) at the

pole corresponding to propagation of particles. Consequently, Eq (18) reduces to

i(,,fc,,) r, \'{q,k,s)+ -1- [dp\'{q,r,.s)\ -i----—-.|f(jr,t t J ,), (19)
(2iry J H U ^ U / I I Y / . * - (<*>i 4 w 2 ) + i(l]J

Equation (19) further simplifies to Eq. (2.36) of Ref.[15] for equal mass particles, when the

quantity in the square bracket of this equation is evaluated at the pole corresponding to

particle propagation.



2.3 Light-front equations

Now we shall carry on the reduction procedure of the last subsection using the light-front

variables For the twrn particles in the intermediate state in Eq. (12) we now have

ami

?\ m] f iO = ( - P f f - ^ ) f ( - p . ^ ^ ) - ^ 1 + m ' ^ ° (21)
2 L 2 -P+ + V

If ::•>• . i s r K q s . ( 2 0 ) a n d ( 2 1 ) , t h e B S e q u a t i o n ( 1 2 ) b e c o m e s

2(2T)< J J

(22)

In Eq. (22) the factor of (1/2) before the integral is the Jacobian of the transformation of

integration variables from p = (po,p) to p = (p-,P+,Pi). Also, a typical momentum four

vector in this equation, e.g., q, is considered to have components (q_, g+,<f[). These compo-

nents are to be contrasted with the usual components (ço»<f)- Of the light-front momentum

variables, <7_ plays the role of the time component of the momentum four vector, and fol-

lowing the procedure of the last subsection we would like to perform the p . integration in

Eq. (22). In the context of the light-front variables this integration can be performed if we

take the Í matrix and the potential to be independent of the time component of momentum.

We assume that this is the case. A similar assumption was made while performing the p0

integration in Eq. (16).

We note that the dp_ integral in Eq. (22) can be transformed into a «-ontour integral of

the form

lir I (23)
(r - zi)(z - z2)

l
J

where the contour goes along the real z axis from 1 = -00 to i = ix and is closed in the

counterclockwise sense along a semicircle in the upper-half complex z plane at infinity, with

x being the real part of z. The integral (23) contributes when the contour includes only one

in



of the poles of the integrand. Assuming that it includes the pole z — zj, the result of the

integral (23) is 27ri/(z! - z2).

The condition of including one of the poles of p_ of Eq. (22) inside the contour sets for

positive v ŝ the following limit on p + : \/s/2 > p+ > -y/s/2. The integral over p_ of Eq.

(22) is now readily evaluated to yield

— 27riVr(ç+, qx\ P+iPx> s)^(p+iPii ^+1 k±í s )

(24)

It is convenient to rewrite Eq. (24) in terms of the momentum fraction xp defined by

P+ -
x

^ ( 2 5 )

with other momentum fractions xq, Xk, etc. defined analogously. In terms of these momen-

tum fractions Eq. (24) is easily simplified and the BS equation (12) is rewritten as

í (x , , , -x ;x t , íx ; - ) = V(x,, j l ; x t , f c i ; s ) + ^

5 !-*!> *P

Equation (26), first derived by Weinberg,[13] is the light-front counterpart of the relativistic

LS-type equation (18) in the instant form. This equation is not rotationally invariant in

light-front variables and hence the physical content and interpretation of this equation and

its relation to Eq. (18) is unclear. Related to this is the treatment of angular momentum in

Eq. (26). We shed light on some of these problems in the next subsection. Specifically, we

show the equivalence between the physical contents of Eqs. (18) and (26). As an illustration

we consider an S wave separable potential in order to clarify some of these issues.

2.4 Equivalence between light-front and instant-form equations

We begin this subsection by demonstrating the equivalence between the above: two sets

of equations (18) and (26). In order to achieve our goal we would like to find a possible

11



transformation of variable, xp to p3, which relates these two equations without any other

approximation, whatsoever. We used Eq. (25) to derive (26). In Eq. (26), however, xp

is just a variable of integration. We recall that we have two on the mass slx-U particles in

the intermediate state of four momentum given by (u/i,p) and {u>3, —p) in the c. in. frame

with uj, - (p1 f m*)l/2, i=l,2. Physically, i p represents the momentum fraction of the first

particle and should be given by

, = ^ 5 (27)

We shall see that transformation (27) will take us from the light-front equation (26) to

the instant form equation (18) with some plausible conditions on the potentials and the t

matrices.

The Jacobian of the transformation (27) is given by

J u ± i S . (28)

We also note that for xp given by Eq. (27) one has the following identity

g±^+gjt^=(u , i+wa)a . (29)
1 - ip xp

If we use Eqs. (28) and (29) in the light-front equation (26), we arrive at the instant-form

equation (18), provided that the potential and the t matrix transform according to:

t(xq,qx;xp,pL;.i) - . i(<f,p;j). (31)

This establishes the desired equivalence. The instant-form equation (18) is manifestly ro-

tationally invariant. The present equivalence guarantees that the light-front equation (26),

though not rotationally invariant in light-front variables, becomes so once transformed to

instant form In other words, the light-front equation (26) should yield rotationally invari-

ant result in normal instant-form variables. We shall explicitly demonstrate this in the next

subsection for a separable potential.

We emphasize that the physical contents of the two equations (18) and (2(>) are distinct.

However, the potentials in these two equations are not derived from any consistent theory.

12



They are phenoinenological inputs, considered as ad hoc approximations to the potential

of the BS equation, designed to generate experimental observables via the two types of

equations By construction, both yield relativistically covariant result with correct non-

relativistir limit. This result is rotationally invariant and unitary, as we shall see below,

when expressed in physical instant-form variables.

The light-front equation is not manifestly spherically symmetric, and this leads to com-

plications in angular momentum projection and in lhe interpretation of solutions of this

equation. The present equivalence leads to a recipe to bypass both these problems One

possibility is to first transform the light-front potential to the instant form via (30) and then

solve the equivalent instant-form equation. The other possibility is to solve the three di-

mensional light-front equation without attempting a partial wave projection for each normal

physical partial wave concerned. We shall see in the following that the two possibilities lead

to the same result.

The main non-trivial question is how to effect the transformation (30). This is achieved

through the use of Eq. (29), which gives the unique transformation (zp —» p3) that relates

the potentials in the two frames. However, for different mass particles this transformation is

quite involved. This is why in the following we specialize to the case of equal mass particles,

m - ni] = ^ 2 , where Eq. (29) reduces to

Equation (32) provides the unique transformation required to construct the light-front po-

tential from the instant-form potential in each physical partial wave. The partial wave

projection in Eq. (18) for the equal mass case can be readily carried through and one has

the following partial wave form

j (33)

where / denotes the partial wave. In the partial wave equations, such as Eq. (33) and in

the following, the momentum labels p,q etc. denote the modulus of the corresponding three

vectors. In arriving at Eq.(33) we have set the variable k on the energy shell too, so that

.i — 4(m2 ( k7). Though there are many ways of making the partial wave projection, we have

13



written the partial wave equation in such a way that the full phase space, iirjriip, appears

in this equation. This has no relevance on our conclusions. However, it makes ; case more

transparent, as Eq.(33) is the full equation for a potential with just a I wave component,

and the full equation has been demonstrated to be equivalent to the light-front equatiou.

It is interesting to note that in the non-relativistic limit the factor (p2 f- m1)1'3 in Eq.

I.TÍ3) reduces to rn and this equation reduces to the usual partial wave LS equation.

For the sake of completeness, we observe that in the case of equal mass particles the

light-front equation (26) reduces to

- ^ . (34)

Given a spherically symmetric potential with component Vi{q,p,s] in partial wave /, a

numerical calculation with the partial wave form (33) can be performed in a routine fashion.

The transformation (32) provides the unique prescription of constructing the light-front (LF)

potential, to be employed in Eq. (34), from the instant-form (IF) potential for thr physical

partial wave í via

4x,(l - x,) - m — rn

(35)

where we have used an equation of the type (32) for each of the momentum variables. Also

we have used the indices LF and IF on potentials in order to be more specific. The present

demonstration of equivalence of the two sets of equations together with prescription (35) sug-

gest two equivalent calculational schemes in the two approaches which would lead to identical

results. The first possibility is to solve the one dimensional instant-form equation (33) with

potential V] (q, p; s), and the second possibility is to solve the three dimensional light-front

equation (34) with the potential V, (xq,qx;xp,pi\s) given explicitly by the right hand side

of Eq. (35). Once the functional form of the instant-form potential V, [q,p;.v) is known

the equivalent light-front potential could be readily found out via (35).

14



We note again that we have not resolved the difficulties w:th the angular momentum

projection of the light-front equations. The light-front equation still continues to be three

dimensional. We have provided a recipe which allows to perform scattering calculations

employing partial-wave instant-form potential via BIS and Weinberg equations Provided

that the potentials in these two equations are related by Eq. (35), both the equations lead

to the same result. Our conclusions are quite general. But as they are quite subtle, a simple

and specific example would help make our issue. And we do this in the next subsection

considering the analyiic separable 5 wave potential model.

2.5 S wave potential model: an illustration

Separable potentials have been successfully used in diverse situations. We consider the

following S wave energy independent separable two-hadron potential in the momentum space

to be used in the partial wave instant-form equation (33)

\o(|M,|,|Mp|,5)= V(\M9\,\MP\) = \g{\Mq\
2)9(\Mp\

2) (36)

where Mp is a special vector and is a function of momenta pj and pi of the two particles. This

is in fact the relative momenta of the two particles in the c. m. frame. In order to maintain

Lorentz covariance of the equations, the best thing is to introduce a Lorentz invariant in

place of |MP|. The Lorentz invariant, which reduces to the relative momentum square in the

c. m. frame is [(pi — p2)/2]2 . For equal mass particles in the c. m. frame |MP|2 = p2. Then

Eq. (36) can he rewritten in the c. m. frame as

V{\Mq\,\Mp\) = \g{?)gtf). (37)

We assume the following simple form factors for the potential

( 3 8 )

With this potential the t matrix of equation (33) is readily given by

*o(<?,P> k ) = f{k2)g{qe)g{p<), (39)

15



where-

r \ P ) -: r p'2dp r -IS?-! - . (40)
A Sn2 Jo (p5 J,m3yf7{k2-p - +i0)

In Eqs. (39) and (40) k is on the energy shell relative momentum in the c. in. frame:

5 =A[k2 *-mJ).

Such a t matrix is very plausible when the two-particle interaction proceeds through

coupling to a definite isobar in a particular partial wave only. To make the algebra simple

we will assume that all the particles considered are spin and isospinless and the isobar occurs

in relative S wave only. If desired, these restrictions could be removed in principle without

too much trouble. The function T ' ^ A : 2 ) should have the form (s — m2) where m; is the

dressed mass of the isobar. We note that the function T~*(k2) has a zero at the isobar mass,

carries the scattering phase, and has the unitarity cut, whereas the function g should yield

the left-hand cut.

With the form factor of Eq. (38) the integral in Eq. (40) could be evaluated to yield

= X *

2(m2 + Jfc2)»/2 2 (m 2 + JfcJ)»/3 ( m J + ifc2)1/2 + JU
Equations (39) - (41) provide the usual solution to the problem via the partial wave instant-

form equation (33). In Eq. (41) the symbol k denotes the modulus of the on shell relative

three momentum k in the c. m. frame.

The same problem could also be solved and the same solution obtained via the full three

dimensional light-front equation (26). The potential to be used in this equation, given by

prescription (35), is written explicitly as:

Vr(x,,ÍL;iP,Pi;-») = >>9(xp,Pi)9(xq,u), (42)

W^'V"- <«»
This potential is separable and the solution of Eq (26) could be found by analytic means.

The solution is given by

í(a;
í.'í-i.;j;piPi.;3) = r ( f c 2 M I p ,P i )? ( I « , í i ) . (44)
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With the form factor given by Eq. (43) the integral in Eq. (45) could be analytically

evaluated We note that the integrand is independent of the angles of the vector p±. If a

transformation of variables to z = (p^ + m2)/[ap(l - xp)] is made and zp is assumed to be

constant, the integral over px could be evaluated U> yield

T {k) - > +
 I6TT= ( i ^ r i " ^ _, s) I

 d*ln - i r ~ ( i - i j " ~ " (46)

Using integrals [2.733] and [2.736] of Ref. [18] the remaining integral could be evaluated

ami after some lengthy but straightforward algebra ov arrives at the final rotationally

invariant result (41). This also provides an explicit demonstration of rotational mvanance

of the light-front equation (34) in instant-form variables. Though the light-front equation is

not rotatinnally invariant in light-front variables, it yields rotationally invariant result when

expressed in instant-form variables.

With condition (32) the form factors (38) and (43) are identical. Hence, the two t matrices

given by Eqs. (39) and (44) are also identical. This demonstrates the equivalence between

the instant-form and the light-front equations for the present separable potential. Of course,

the equivalence is valid for any spherically symmetric partial wave potential - local or non-

local. In the instant form one has to solve the partial wave one dimensional integral equation

(26), whereas in the light-front formalism one has to solve the three dimensional equation

(34) Both procedures lead to the same result subject to condition (32)

3 THE THREE-PAR CICLE PROBLEM

We now use the procedure of the last section to obtain a set of relativistic three-particle

equations both in the instant-form and light-front formalisms. Again for simplicity we shall

consider the case of three identical spin and isospinless bosons. In stead of considering

the general problem of three particle scattering we shall consider the problem of elastic

scattering of one particle from the bound state of the other two. We also assume an isobar

in the two-particle system.
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3.1 Instant-form equations

Jus* as in the two-particle case we assume a form for the four-dimensional relativistic Bethe-

Saipeter-Faddeev three-particle equations for three identical spin and isospinless bosons,

which we take as

T(q, k, s) = 2B{q, k,s)+j~^j d*PB(q, p, S)T(OP)T(P, fc, 5), (47)

with t7p = (T' - p)2 = (y/a — u)j)2 - p8, where P is the total four momentum of the system of

three particles in the c. in. frame and is given by (v^s, 0,0,0). The factor 2 iii the Born and

the homogeneous terms of Eq. (47) is due to symrnetrization for identical bosons. Equation

(47) is ;\ straightforward generalization of the non-relativistL Amado model, which lias been

shown t<> be equivalent to the Faddeev equation for separable two-particle potential. We note

that Eq (47) is not derived from some fundamental theory, but its structure is postulated

from those of the two-particle BS equation and the non-relativistic Amado model.[19] In Eq.

(47) r has the same meaning as in Eq. (39). The internal dynamics of the two-particle sub-

system given by r is supposed to be provided, so that Eq. (47) is an effective two-particle

equation. Equation (47) is represented diagramatically in Fig. 1.

In the model three-particle equation (47) the Green function r(op) is designed to maintain

two-particle unitarity. The three dimensional reduction of the Born term of Eq. (47) will be

responsible for maintaining three-particle unitarity. There exists several unitary reductions

of the Born term, [6, 9j, here we provide other distinct unitary reductions.

Next, with the three-dimensional Born term, as in the two-particle case, we would like to

reduce Eq. (47) to a three dimensional form by performing the integration over tiie variable

p0. During the process of integration we assume that the t matrix, T, and the Born term

are independent of this variable as in the last section. With this assumption the last term

in Eq. (47) is written as

2i- 2i t
= f>p J

21 [i-Hdv S9r(cp)T(p,k,s)

J PJ P
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Equation (48) and the homogeneous term of Eq. (12) are quite similar, hi both we have

two single particle propagators. The difference is that in Eq. (12) this propagation occurs

in the c. m system of the two particles, whereas in Eq. (48) this propagation occurs in the

c. m. system of the three particles. If we set (P — q) = ( ^ , 0 , 0 , 0 , ) in Eq. (48), we arrive

at the c. m. frame of two particles and Eqs. (48) and (12) become identical. Because of

this, the general analysis and the final result in both cases are similar. However, the algebra

is more involved in the three-particle case.

The dp,, integral in Eq. (50) is quite similar to that in Eq. (16) and it is evaluated by

closing the contour of po integration in the counterclockwise sense along a semicircle in the

upper half of the complex p0 plane at infinity. The result is given by

2BTT — — -—— I dpggT(op)T(p,k,s)

1

uf - u>,- + v/s -f ui f + í)(-u; í -Wf-yfs- u>f+i + lO)J'

In this equation only the relevant tO which controls the three-particle unitarity has been

shown. The three-dimensional reduction of Eq. (47) is usually written in the form[6]

,s). (53)

Comparing Eq (52) with the last term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (53) we identify

the Born term of the three-dimensional scattering integral equation (53) as

Equations (53) and (54) are the desired three-dimensional instant-form scattering integral

equations. These equations follow from the use of a relativistic three-particle propagator
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suggested by Ahniadzadeh and Tjon.[9] However, Eqs. (53) and (54) have never appeared

explicitly in this form before.

Aaron, Amado, and Youngj6] derived Eq- (53) with the Born term

Both sets - Eqs. (53) and (54), and Eqs. (53) and (55) - constitute linear, three-

dimensional, rotationally invariant and Lorentz-covariant integral equations for the elastic

scattering of one particle from the bound state (isobar) of the other two. They satisfy, by

construction, two- and three-particle unitarity. After a partial-wave projection their solution

can be easily related to scattering phase-shifts in usual fashion.

The factors ^'s in Eqs. (54) and (55) and in the following are the two-particle potential

form factors as in Eq. (36). The arguments of these form factors have been suppressed to

save space. We have noted in Sec. II E that the argument should be invariant and be the

square of the relative momentum in the c. m. frame. In the instant form these arguments

are explicitly given by[l2]

P2 = K- + u,* ,-)2/4 - P
2/4 - m\ (56)

Q2 = (u,f + ujfiH)2/A - q
2 /4 - m2. (57)

The denominator in Eq. (55) has two poles for y/s = ±(a;^+9- + u>$ -f u>^). The plus

sign refers to propagation of three particles and is alone responsible for maintaining the

desired unitarity in the three-particle sector. The minus sign refers to propagation of three

antiparticles. Note that the pole corresponding to the propagation of antiparticles does not

materialize in the physical region: .$ > 0.

The present Born term (54) has two poles, too. One of them given by \fs — (w +̂<f l-uyfw,,)

refers to the propagation of three particles and should be responsible for maintaining three-

particle unitarity. The other pole is given by \fs = (u;̂  - <*/̂ +j- — w )̂ and represents the

propagation of a particle and two antiparticles. Note that the pole corresponding to the

propagation of antiparticles does not materialize in the scattering region: J > 3m. The

requirement of the constraint of relativistic unitarity for these Born terms is to possess the

same residue at the pole for three-particle propagation at s/s = (ky+(J- + w$ f &$). This
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residue <>í the two Born terms (54) and (55) at lhe p<Ae cr>rr*>«pr>nHin£ t<> the propagation of

thre<" particles are easily shown to be the same (— gp'2a.'^f).

There is another three-dimensional reduction which has all the desired features and does

not allow antiparticle propagation in the physical scattering region. This reduction is given

by

This Born tf-rni has two poles, too. One of them given by -y/s •= (u.y+^4-u,y fw,-) refers to the

propagation of three particles and is be responsible for maintaining three-particle unitarity.

The othri pole is given by yfs = (u;^+; - **V - uq) and represents the propagation of two

autipartictas and a particle. The residue of the two Born terms (55) and (58) at tTie pole

corresponding to the propagation of three particles are easily shown to be the same. Again,

lhe propagation of the antiparticle does not materialize in the physical scattering region in

the rasr: of the Born term (58).

In the three-particle Born term we could suppress the antiparticle propagation in the

intermediate state.. This is achieved by evaluating the denominator corresponding to an-

tiparticle propagation at the pole corresponding to particle propagation Mathematically,

this will constitute in exhibiting the pole for three-particle propagation and the residue.

Consequently, the Born terms (54), (55) and (58) reduce to the following minimal form

This is the simplest Born term which when used in Eq. (53) will yield unitary result and

which does not allow propagation of antiparticles in the intermediate state.

The Horn terms (58) and (59) are worth investigating analytically and numerically.

Next, let us consider the non-relativistic limit of these Born terms. In this limit the

denominator, (y/s — up+q — u>j~ ÜJÇ), corresponding to three-particle propagation reduces to

[E - {[f \ q)2 + p* + q2}/2m], where E is the kinetic energy of the three-particle system in

the c. in. frame. In the remaining factors of the Born term, ui reduces to mass m and y/H

reduces to 3m. The arguments of the form factors g's, given by Eqs. (56) and (57), reduce

to [p/2 ] qf and (<f/2 f p)2, respectively. Consequently, all these Born terms reduce to the
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usual non-relativistic Amado model(19l Born term given by

i» + iO ( 6 0 )

The phase space of Eq.(53) reduces to the usual non-relativistic phase space </p/[2m(2iT)1]

in this limit, and the present set of equations reduces to the usual Amado mo«l»'l.[19|

Aaron, Aniado, and Young(6] have shown how to calculate bieakup amplitudes from a

solution of similar equations. They also have demonstrated how to include spin .«id fermions

in the formalism. Similar equations have frequently been used in pion-nuclemi and pion-

deutcron scattering problems.[l l| Following their procedure we could extend th» sr equations

t<> more reaiistir situations.

3.2 Light-front equations

Next we would like to perform the reduction procedure of the last subsection in the light-

front variables. Specifically, as in Sec. IIC we would like to perform the p_ integration in

Eq. (47) and write a three dimensional integral equation in terms of variable-; (p+,px) or

( i p ,p i ) . As usual, during the integration we assume that the t matrix, T, is imirprndent of

the variable p_.

For the two particles in the intermediate state in the last tr^m in Fig. 1, wi- have

and

- P + ) U - , _ - P . - ^ ^ - ^ - - . (62)
L \/s — q± — pj, 1

If we use equations (61) and (62), the last term in Eq.(47) is written explicitly as

2 / J T T E-J / dpi I dp± I dp~ • " ~ ~ ~ * — j — : —

(63)



In Eq. (63), as in Eq. (22), the factor of (1/2) before the integral is the Jaobian of the

transformation of integral variables.

The integral in Eq. (63) has the same structure as that in Eq. (22), and the integral

over p is performed by the technique of contour integration ir. a similar fashion in the

complex p plane, considering a contour along the real axis from — oo to oo and closing it

in the counterclockwise sense along a semicircle at infinity. After performing this contour

integration Eq (63) reduces to

2 l

[ft-1--*
(64)

The limits on tin- integral over p+ in Eq.(64) appears, as in Eq. (24), as a consequence of

including a single pole in the contour. (See, discussion related to Eq. (23) in Sec. I1C.)

If we set the external particle with momentum q on the mass shell, as in Eq. (3), Eq.

(64) can be rewritten as

•>RrT
-&Y J

>-• T(fi f ,)T(p+ ,pj.;<:+ ,fci;s). (65)

Equation (65) can also be written in terms of the momentum fractions, as in the two-

particle case, conveniently defined by

*P = P+

and

(67)

Using these momentum fractions Eq. (65) can be rewritten as

(2*)' k 2xp J
 Px

99

CPJ U\ - x - i Ms- v t m - ?p (\ xp xq)\s t^ t r I-I,-I? ' • " '

x TffTp)7I(xp>p"J;x4,í1;j). (68)
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It is tempting ti> <ietine the quantity in the square bracket of Eq. (68) as the Born term of

the following scattrung intrgral equation

T - B f BTT, (69)

as in the last subsection. But this identification is not quite to the point as Eq. (69) with

the homogeneous trrm (68) is of the Volterra type and not of the usual Fredholrn type. A

standard Fredholm equation could be derived by a transformation of variables.

It is convenient to rewrite Eq. (68) in terms of new variable, x' defined by

< = T ^ (70)

In terms of this new variable Eq. (68) is rewritten as

L2BT1 ' ( 2 ^ L 2x^1 • - i p Jdpi 1(1 _ x~ ) (~rs±=i) _ t^ _ i g x ^ y ^ y ü ) I
x T^yr^p^x^k^s). (7i)

The quantity r of Eq. (71) plays the role of the two-particle Green function. However,

Eq (71) by itself can not define the Born term of the scattering integral equation. The

three particle scattering equation should have the following generic form

x B{xl{,qL-x'f),pl,3)r{ap)T{x'r>pv;xk,kL;s\ (72)

with the Born term given by

^

where f(xq, <fL; x' ,p\_; s) is A function yet to be determined. This function is cancelled in

the homogeneous term of Eq. (72). This function and hence the Born term can be uniquely

determined by claiming the equivalence between the instant-form three-particle equations

(53) and (51), and light-front three-particle equations (72) and (73). Equations (72) and

(73) are the three-particle light-front equations which we seek. The homogeneous version of
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this equation lias recently been solved numerically in a. simple model.[16} We also note th.it

Eqs. (72) and (73) are not rotationally invariant in light-front variables.

We shall show by a transformation of variable that the Born term and the dynamics

represented by Eqs. (72) and (73) are essentially the same as those of the instant-form

equations (T>3) and (54).

3.3 Equivalence between light-front and instant-form equations

In the two particle problem starting from the BS equation (12) we derived the instant-form

and the light-front equations, (18) and (26) by integrating over the variables p0 and p_,

respectively. It was demonstrated that these two forms of equations were equivalent. We

now carry on the same procedure in the case of the three-particle system. By claiming the

between the light-front and instant-form equations we determine the Born term

In th" present case we are really considering the dynamics of two on the mass shell

particles in the three-particle c. m. system. The momentum of these two particles are given
ny i^fiV) a n d í^p+í» ~P — ?)• The momentum fraction of the first particle x'r is given by

, ; = "» + * . (74)

We shall see that this transformation, as in the two-particle case, will relate the three-particle

instant-form and light-front equations. The Jacobian of this transformation is given by

S ÍÜ+í fc . (75)

Equations (74) and (75) should be compared with corresponding equations (27) and (28)

in the twri particle case. They are quite similar as both represent essentially two-particle

dynamics. Recalling that i , is defined by Eq. (67), the Born term (73) is rewritten as

If we use transformation (74) it is straightforward to show that

xp l xp
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Provided that under the transformation (74) the function / ( i , , <fi; zp ,Pi ; -s) transforms ac-

cording to

with Eq. (77) the Born term of Eq. (76) reduces to

B{xv U\ T'P, PL ; 5) -> ^ _ * _ * + ^ ^ ^ , (79)

which is identical to the Born term (54). We note that there is not only .i one-to-one

correspondence between the Born terms of Eqs. (54) and (73) under transformation (74),

but because of Eqs. (75) and (78) the phase spaces of these two equations are also identical,

explicitly

This proves the complete equivalence between the three-particle light-front and instant-form

dynamical equations, provided that the function f{xq,<fi]x' ,p±;s) obeys Eq. (78) under

this transformation. Hence one can perform a numerical solution of the light-front dynam-

ical equations (72) and (73) via the equivalent instant-form equations (54) and (53). The

instant-form equations (53) and (54) are rotationally invariant. The present demonstration

of equivalence guarantees that, as in the two-particle case, the light-front equations (72) and

(73), though not manifestly rotationally invariant, will yield unitary and rotationally invari-

ant results in usual instant-form variables. In short, we have derived the sets of equations

given equivalently, by Eqs. (53) and (54), and by Eqs. (72) and (73), in the instant-form

and light-front formalisms, respectively.

However, we could not find an explicit expression for the function /(z7,<fi \X'P,P.L',*)- We

have Eq. (78) subject to the tranrformation (74).

Fuda[l4] also derived three-particle light-front equations for spinless meson-baryon scat-

tering using two-particle isobars. The homogeneous three-particle equation derived by him is

identical to the homogeneous version of present Eqs. (72) and (73), though his Born-term is

different from the present work in containing ©-functions and using /(x,,<fx; iJ,,Pi; •») = 1.

The present light-front equations (72) and (73) are also distinct from the equations of Bakker

et al.[15] To the best of our knowledge the present light-front equations (72) and (73) are

unique in being related to a set of instant-form three-particle equations.
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4 SUMMARY

We have provided general prescriptions for reducing four-dimensional BS like scattering

integral equations to three-dimensional scattering integral equations of the LS[3j form. The

resultant equations, by construction, are linear, relativistically covariant, possess correct

nonrelativistic limit and yield unitary result. We have applied the present procedure to the

two- and the three-particle systems. In the three-particle system the dynamical equations

are written using analogy to the nonrelativistic Amado model[19] and treating the particles

to be spin less bosons.

We have carried out the present procedure in two different sets of variables - the instant

form and light-front variables. Our procedure is to carry on the integration over the time

component of momentum in the intermediate state phase space while assuming, as usual,

that the integrand is independent of the time component of momentum. In the instant form

this implies an integration over po, and in the light-front formalism this implies an integration

over p_. As the starting four-dimensional integral equations satisfy constraints of relativistic

unitarity and covariance, the reduced equations also do so as there are no approximations

which could destroy these virtues.

In the case of the two-particle system the present procedure yields the well known

light-front equation first derived by Weinberg[l3] and instant-form equation first derived

by Blankenbecler and Sugar[5). These two types of equations represent the same dynamics

and are demonstrated to be related by a transformation of variables and hence are equivalent

to each other. Consequently, the light-front two-particle equation, though not rotationally

invariant in the light-front variables, will yield rotationally invariant result when expressed

in instant-form variables.

The equivalence between the two types of two-particle equations allow one to perform

practical partial-wave calculations using the light-front equation (26). We have shown in Sec.

IID how to construct a light-front potential V(x9,q; xp,p; s) from a spherically symmetric

partial-wavr potential Vi(q,p,s) using Eq. (35). Once this potential is constructed the

three-dimensional light-front equation (26) could be numerically solved to yield the same

result as obtained by a direct solution of the one-dirnensional partial wave instant-form

equation. As the light-front equation continues to be three-dimensional, its solution may



imply added numerical complications. But the final result, when expressed in terms of

the physical instant-form variables, is identical to that obtained by the dire( t solution of

the one -dimensional partial-wave instant-form equation. This is demonstrated explicitly in

an analytic separable potential model. Following this procedure one can circumvent the

difficulties with the angular momentum projection of the light-front dynamical equations in

carrying out a numerical calculation.

In the case of the three-particle system the present procedure yields new practical three-

dimensional scattering equations using the instant-form and light-front variables. We derive

several instant-form equations satisfying constraints of relativistic unitarity and covariance.

Of these, the sets of Eqs. (53) and (59), Eqs. (53) and (58), and Eqs. (53) and (54) are

new and deserve more attention in the future. Of these sets Eqs. (53) and (54) follow as

a consequence of the use of a relativistic propagator suggested long ago[9]. However, Eqs.

(53) and (54) in this form have never appeared in the literature before. The present set of

light-front three-particle equations (72) and (73) are shown to be related by a transformation

of variables to the instant-form equations (53) and (54), and hence the two sets represent

identical dynamics. To the best of our knowledge this is the first time that a relation is

established via a transformation of variables between three-particle equations in instant-

form and light-front variables. The solutions of these two sets of equations are supposed to

be identical as in the two-particle case. Distinct relativistic, unitary three-particle instant-

form equations are provided by other authors.[6] The three-particle light-front equations (72)

and (73), are, however, distinct from the three-partit le light-front equations of R.efs. (14, 15].

The present set of instant-form three-particle equations can easily be used for studying

relativistic effects on both bound state and scattering of the three-nucleon system, or study-

ing intermediate energy pion-deuteron or pion-nucleon scattering. In the following paper we

present a numerical application of the present set of equations to the study of the rdativistic

effect in the trinucleon system.[17]
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